Introduction
The present volume attests to a growing scholarly interest in new religions that incorporate popular fiction into their beliefs and practices. So far nothing has been published on spirituality based on The Lord of the Rings and J. r. r. Tolkien's other writings, though two traditions of scholarship have touched upon 'Tolkien and religion'. Theologians and Tolkien scholars with a theological agenda have emphasised the fact that Tolkien was a convinced roman Catholic and sought to show that his fiction is deeply Christian (e.g. pearce 1998; Birzer 2003) . Some have suggested using The Lord of the Rings in religious education and Bible study groups (arthur 2003) . The theological approaches focus on Tolkien's writings and his person, but pay little attention to the reception of his works. Scholars of contemporary paganism, on the other hand, have emphasised that Tolkien was and is widely read in pagan circles, and that his works inspired contemporary paganism on a spiritual level. however, most scholars of paganism, especially those who are themselves pagans, are fast to rebuff Tolkien's influence as merely general and metaphorical in character (harvey 2000; harvey 2007: 176-177; york 2009: 306) .
it is indisputable that Tolkien provided significant inspiration for contemporary paganism on a general and metaphorical level. What this chapter aims to show is that Tolkien's work also has been used by religious groups for whom Tolkien's writings are absolutely central and who believe that important parts of his mythology refer to real supernatural beings, events and otherworlds in a straightforward and non-metaphorical way. in what follows, i will sketch the history of this Tolkien spirituality from the 1970s till today with an emphasis on the twenty-first century. Tolkien's fantasy writings about the Middle-earth universe function as the main authoritative, religious texts in Tolkien spirituality. These writings, which are collectively referred to as 'the legendarium', include The Hobbit (first published in 1937), The Lord of the Rings (first published in 1954), and The Silmarillion (first published in 1977), which provides the mythological background. Some serious Tolkien religionists study in detail the twelve-volume History of Middle-earth series (first published 1983 Middle-earth series (first published -1996 , which is a collection of drafts of The Silmarillion and related material. a substantial portion of those engaged in Tolkien spirituality today, were first introduced to Middle-earth through the films. Though most of them went on to read the books, the films remain the most important source of inspiration for many. needless to say, just as in the Tolkien fan community, individual Tolkien religionists using the books and films respectively as authoritative texts regard each other with suspicion. But they all look forward to 2012 where they hope that the film adaptation of The Hobbit will generate a renewed interest in Tolkien spirituality.
Tolkien spirituality obviously has much in common with the fascination of Tolkien's narrative world found among Tolkien fans. nevertheless,
